
“I t’s always been about rock music in 
Latvia, guitars are seen as real music, 
electronica is new here,” shouts 
23-year-old Alise | Esila at a 

neon-stencilled bar in the vast, Soviet-era electrotech 
VEF factory on the outskirts of Riga. She may not have 
seen An Era In Dance — which premieres at ADE this 
year, charting the movement of electronica from 
Berlin to Russia as independence spread through the 
formerly communist regions after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall — but for her, after performing live in her 
goth-tech-Europop Podruga guise to a few thousand 
locals and residents from outlying Baltic states, this is 
all new. 

DJ Mag shares a few velvet morning dawns at this, the 
second year of a magnifi cent showcase of both local 
and international electronica: Under Festival. 
Organised by Ksenia Kamikaza, the fearless fl ame-
haired Baltic techno DJ and warrior promoter who’s 
largely based down in Georgia, she’s raising a new 
league of female producers such as Podruga, and DJ VZ 
aka Valeria Zelve, her partner in Under — “Under, as in 
underground,” they explain.
As club raids in neighbouring regions create riots, 
these radio presenters and organisers create a strong 
Slavic circuit of resistance from St Petersburg to 
Batumi, with Berlin as the Hollywood Mecca, Ibiza seen 
as Vegas, and Fabric the feather in the rave cap. 

Despite its reputation as a Euro-stag-do capital, Riga 
is village-y with strong Russian-sportswear-high 
street vibes colliding with Riga International Fashion 
Week stars such as Public. The city’s world class 
hipster hangs like Dzirnavu 27, M50 Dizainbars and Mr 
Mag expand with digital nomad-ery. Free Riga is 
groundbreaking: the municipality allowing creative 
industries to squat buildings. Mega-hip Erica Synths 
are based here, and Riga is part of the International 
Cities of Advanced Sound network. Young author 
Janis Jonevs won the European Union Literature prize 

with his killer-reality tale Doom 94, recently 
translated into English by Wrecking Ball Press. 
Yet, smoking a joint can take you to prison in Latvia, 
so an illicit secrecy sits between the planet pupil-ed 
techno fans and psychedelic nouveau gargoyles. The 
legacy of an all-seeing Soviet eye watches in the form 
of a three-pronged concrete space rocket 
communications tower — a parallel to the Eiffel 
Tower, which excites Berlin-based French DJ, Rom 
3Ø3, who plays a fi erce ironclad prog-tech set on the 
Saturday, in the courtyard. He pushes menacing 
vibes, which contrast the happy hardcore macina of 
Nina Elektrichka, the closing sunrise set where Söör 
Paul drops Yaeji’s ‘Raingurl’ and the Eurotrance faves 
of Alice Deejay. 

Techno popstar Apparat pushes the main fl oor 
soundsystem to earplug-worthy levels, and VJs work 
each act: Raster-Noton founder Byetone’s 
accompaniment, a highlight.  Outstanding live sets 
also come from Artefakt, and the rad inventiveness of 
Throwing Snow. Stars are unequivocally Schwefelgelb, 
the Berlin EBM duo who twist old school in new 
threads. Under is a celebration of 
the night, fl owing from the Gotham 
blocks and black canals. 
The squat-vibe warehouse space 
above the main fl oor witnesses a 
complex and clever set from 
Prequel Tapes, and fl awless 
hardtech from Ksenia Kamikaza, 
who later explains: “Riga used to be 
the capital of raves in the ‘90s. I 
was 16 to 18, and life around us was 
like a huge waterfall. We were 
doing our thing — dancing like 
nobody’s watching.” 
When independence came, joining 
the European Union, many citizens 
left: “In 2015, I seriously thought 
to stop making any parties: after 

you’ve had 1,000 people on the dancefl oor you don’t 
feel satisfi ed with 200 anymore.” But she stuck with 
it, and alongside Positivus (Glastonbury on a beach) 
and Skanu Mežs (translating as Sound Forest), 
esteemed as experimental in lush nature, Under has 
established itself as one of Latvia’s three major 
festivals. Long may it prosper.

FROM UNDER THE SHADOW
With a forward-thinking, undisputedly underground line-up, Under Festival is helping Latvia shed its 
Soviet past and become a destination spot for Baltic ravers…
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